R E T A I L
D E S I G N

PERFUMERY

We make your ideas come true.
We design and execute custom
installations for commercial spaces
ranging from retail stores to franchised
businesses.
We aim to optimize sales activity of
commercial spaces to improve and
enhance the customer shopping
experience.

Functionality and simplicity.
User-friendly for the client and simple to manage
by the retailer.
Our strength lies in the huge range of accessories
which give it a highly modular character, optimizing
the retailer’s resources.
The care of every single detail is done flawlessly,
giving importance to the functionality of the
structure, aesthetics and quality of the materials
with which it is implemented.

Glass doors enhance
the merchandise

Side panels structure
vital underline the
aesthetic

Accessories deviced
for a dedicated visual
merchandising

The canopies give a
touch of completeness

Backlit communication:
a fine and efficient touch

Glass shelves
with practical
and elegant edges

Details that count.
To get a perfect product,
everything has to work flawlessly.
The design of these elements
seamlessly with the structure and
increases the professional value in
the store.

Components studied to
enhance the environment
with standalone elements

Minimalistic lines, clear
and well-organised display
Focal points draw
the attention to the
product

Attractive and
effective lighted
communication
Clear, tidy visual
merchandising

Refined display
and product’s stock

Base elements
complete the design
of the composition

Graphics: a refined
touch for the display

Born from passion.
The refined touch of it is visible in
every detail of the structure and of
the accessories.
The result of this effort is a true
design object that puts into its
frame the merchandise, giving
them a precise, well-organised
placement.

Double function:
elegant display and
product storage

Minimal and clean
design to give
importance to the
product displayed

Aluminium slatted
panels allow the
display of refined
products, following
the logic of visual
merchandising

Products are
set against
perfect colours
The new design of the
base platform elegantly
matches the display
modular systems

Glass shelves
give a clean,
light sensation

Much more than
a simple shelving.
Each estructure is conceived to integrate subtly
and elegantly with every display area.
The merchandise is so enhanced by furniture
that is welcoming and pleasant to the client,
however organised and functional for the
salespeople.
Design is characterised by the extraordinary
quality of the materials and by a wide range of
choices applicable to its compositions.

#loveisinretail
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PROYECTAMOS TUS IDEAS.
OPTIMIZAMOS TUS VENTAS.

